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Title of the paper is very good that may attract to the readers. But there is no innovative concept or models provided by the authors. This is a short article not a research paper. The paper has a lack of sufficient & rigorous literature. Authors have skipped and avoided significant literature for this study. A significant amount of literary material is needed in this paper. No specific methodology has been adopted in this paper. Authors have not explained any implication of this research too. There is no statement has been included in this paper that can justify the impact upon society and quality of life. Findings are not mentioned in this paper. Authors have directly concluded the results in brief. Quality of communication and appearance of concept is not clear and aligned, such as presentation of the concept, sentence structure, typical words, language use etc. References are not appropriately mentioned and cited. References are incomplete. Please include the page/volume/issue number in each reference and follow a specific pattern. Authors are advised to revise the whole paper carefully to increase the level and impact of the paper and submit to another journal. Editors are advised to please screen the content quality of the articles/papers first and then send to respective reviewers to save the time and efforts. Thank you!